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Introduction
On 23 June 2016 the UK electorate voted to leave the European Union in a historic 
referendum. This marked the beginning of a process that will dominate UK politics, 
certainly for the next few years, and potentially the next few decades. During this time 
decisions of fundamental importance will be made about the future of the UK. However, 
in the last Parliament the government was pushing ahead with a unilateral, scrutiny shy 
approach to negotiations. The failure of any party to gain a majority in the recent election 
has made the need for an inclusive, consensus based working even more imperative. The 
Brexit process must involve Parliament, the devolved administrations and the people. We 
must remind ourselves that democracy is a process not an event; it did not begin and end 
with the referendum, or the most recent election.

The Democratic Brexit report examines the ways in which our uncodified constitution 
permits the government to act in such a way. It explores the constitutional questions such 
as; what are the limits of royal prerogative powers? What checks and balances are there 
on government power? What is the role of devolved parliaments on reserved matters? 
How can the people input into the policy process? It identifies specific problems that 
have arisen as a result of Brexit and frames them in the context of wider issues with our 
uncodified constitution. It considers what role Parliament, the devolved parliaments, and 
the people should play in the Brexit process and makes recommendations as to how a 
democratic Brexit could be achieved. Finally, it considers how these problems can be 
avoided in the future, concluding that while we can make piecemeal changes that tinker 
around the edge of democracy, at the heart of these issues lies constitutional confusion. 
The only long term solution for the UK to implement a codified constitution, devised by and 
for the people.
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Problems and 
Recommendations 
Parliament 
The Royal Prerogative
•  Problem – Royal prerogative powers are exercised by the executive without the 

consent of Parliament. These powers are poorly defined making it difficult for Parliament 
to identify when the government is overreaching. The UK’s uncodified constitution 
provides few checks and balances on executive powers. Treaty making is a prerogative 
power and so the government has enormous autonomy over Brexit objectives and 
negotiations.

•  Recommendation – Prerogative powers should be reviewed and put on a statutory 
basis.

A Meaningful Role In Negotiations
•  Problem – The referendum provided a mandate for Brexit but not for any particular 

negotiating position, and the electorate did not provide any party with a clear 
mandate for their Brexit proposals in the recent election. Therefore it is important that 
Parliament should be involved so as to ensure the will of the people – their constituents 
– has a vehicle for expression. Prior to the election the government have formulated 
their negotiating position unilaterally, providing few opportunities for parliamentary 
influence or input. The government also limited the amount of information Parliament 
received which has made scrutiny difficult. In other European countries such as 
Denmark the government are obliged to seek a mandate for their negotiating 
position from Parliament. They also have stringent guidelines for what information the 
government must provide to Parliament. Such mechanisms for scrutiny, transparency, 
and accountability would enhance the legitimacy of the final deal.

•  Recommendation – Parliament should play a greater role in treaty making. The exiting 
the European Union committee should be given additional powers, such as the power 
to mandate or reject the government’s negotiating position. The government should 
provide the committee with all negotiating documents and provisions should be made 
for the viewing of confidential documents.
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Treaty Ratification
•  Problem – Theresa May has promised Parliament a vote on the final Brexit deal. In 

reality, this will not be a substantive choice between two viable alternatives, but a take-
it-or-leave-it ‘Hobson’s choice’. Furthermore, Brexit has highlighted that the government 
does not need to seek the consent of Parliament before ratifying a treaty. Parliament 
can only object to a treaty after it has been ratified; this power is difficult to exercise 
and rarely used. 

•  Recommendation – Legislation requiring the government to obtain the consent of 
Parliament before treaty ratification should be introduced.

The Great Repeal Bill And The Dangers 
Of Delegated Legislation
•  Problem – Legislation that is currently being referred to as ‘the Great Repeal Bill’ will 

contain delegated powers which will enable changes to be made to legislation without 
consulting Parliament. The purpose of these delegated powers is to amend former EU 
law so that it is functional in UK law. However, there is a risk these powers could be used 
to make more substantial policy changes. Scrutiny procedures for delegated legislation 
are weak, providing inadequate safeguards in proportion to the potential for abuse of 
power.

•  Recommendation – There should be substantial pre-legislative scrutiny of the Great 
Repeal Bill. The delegated powers enabled by the bill should be narrowly defined and 
where possible subject to sunset clauses. Committees similar to those which already 
exist in the House of Lords should be established in the House of Commons to sift 
through delegated legislation and determine the appropriate level of scrutiny. 

The Devolved Legislatures
A Matter Of Politics, Not Law
•  Problem – Brexit has served as a reminder that devolution remains the gift of 

Westminster. In its ruling on the case brought forward by Gina Miller, The Supreme 
Court ruled in January 2017 that the Sewel Convention is not legally enforceable. This 
left the devolved parliaments powerless, should Westminster decide not to seek their 
consent during the Brexit process. Key figures in all the devolved administrations have 
expressed frustration about the ineffectual nature of the Joint Ministerial Committee. 
While Westminster may choose to consult the devolved administrations about Brexit, 
ultimately decisions will be made by the UK government alone.

•  Recommendation – The devolution settlement needs to be revisited, and it is the people 
who should decide where power lies not political elites. The government should hold a 
citizen-led constitutional convention on the future of devolution in the UK. 
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Repatriating EU Powers
•  Problem – Soon after the referendum the government stated they would use the 

repatriation of powers from the EU as an opportunity to devolve more powers. 
However, they have given no indication as to how these decisions will be made. This 
issue is further complicated by the fact that important EU competencies that such 
as agriculture are already devolved but will likely require coordination between the 
nations of the UK once returned. The fate of former EU powers should be a matter of 
joint determination not dictated by Westminster.

•  Recommendation – The constitutional convention should consider where powers  
should lie.

The People
Referendums
•  Problem – In the UK there are few requirements for holding referendums. The European 

Union Referendum Act 2015 did not outline a process to be followed in the event of 
a vote to leave the EU. This meant the decision was returned to Parliament, creating 
confusion and fear that the result of referendum may be overturned. There was no 
supermajority threshold and so a narrow majority was sufficient to mandate what was a 
significant constitutional change. 

•  Recommendation – Clear rules governing the use of referendums should be established 
in a referendums act. It should require governments to have a process in place in the 
event the electorate votes in favour of change. The use of supermajorities should be 
considered. 

People Powered Policy
•  Problem – Leaving the European Union will mark the beginning of a period of huge 

change for the UK. The government have promised that UK law that has been 
influenced by the EU will be reviewed and kept, amended, or repealed according to 
the wishes of the UK. The problem here is that the referendum result produced a binary 
result, and did not tell us about the public’s views on such laws. 

•  Recommendation – Departmental select committees should commission deliberative 
forms of public engagement in order to understand the public’s opinion on former EU 
laws in their remit. 

Representation
•  Problem – The result of the EU referendum highlighted an incongruity between the views 

of the electorate and the MPs who represent them. The UK’s majoritarian voting system 
is unrepresentative of how people voted. There is also evidence to suggest that in 
majoritarian systems, representatives are less responsive than in proportional systems.

•  Recommendation – Introducing a proportional voting system which permits voter 
choice between both parties and candidates. Examples include single transferable 
vote, additional member system or open list.
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The Solution –  
A Codified Constitution 
Brexit has highlighted many of the problems with our piecemeal uncodified constitution. 
There are few constitutional safeguards against the overreach of executive power, and 
an ambiguity around the limits of power which only serves to empower the government 
further. There are many other constitutional problems that the Democratic Brexit 
report does not address, such as the role of the monarch and the House of Lords. The 
recommendations in this report represent what could only be temporary fixes. We need 
to look at the way our democracy works as a whole, and we need to think about what 
powers each branch of government should hold and design a system of checks and 
balances to prevent any branch becoming too powerful. 

If we had clearly defined prerogative powers then we would be able to hold the 
government to account when they exceeded them. If Parliament had a constitutional 
role in treaty making then the government would not have so much control over the 
Brexit negotiations. If the devolution settlement was enshrined in the constitution then the 
government would not be able ignore the devolved administrations. This does not mean 
that constitutional change is impossible, only that the requirements for doing so are much 
more stringent and must have consensus. A codified constitution would allow us to define 
the relationship between government and the people, and it is the people themselves 
who should define this relationship. A new constitution should not be imposed the people 
but written by them. We need a codified constitution written for the people, by the 
people. 
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